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Abstract 
 
The given work is devoted to a choice of 

mathematical model for account of transient. For this 
purpose the following numerical methods of the decision of 
the ordinary differential equations were considered: 
Runge-Kutta method, Eyler method, method proposed by 
the Institute of Physics of National Academy of Sciences of 
Azerbaijan and multistage extrapolation methods 
proposed by G.Y.Kilukov and S.K.Shindin. 

Thus was established, that method proposed by the 
Institute of Physics of National Academy of Sciences of 
Azerbaijan and multistage extrapolation methods 
proposed by G.Y.Kilukov and S.K.Shindin allows to settle 
an invoice transient at switching high-voltage circuits at 
presence of nonlinear resistance. 

 
1. Introduction 
 
In numerical electric transmission models, which 

main task is a reproduction of energetic characteristics 
of electric transmissions is usually limited by modeling 
of the simplest schemes of protective devices. 

Mathematical description of such schemes can be 
divided into exact and approximate. Exact methods are 
based on programmed selection of logical or matrix 
operators of system of differential equations. 

Approximate descriptions are based on 
replacement of protective devices with passive schemes, 
which parameters are changed at alteration of conditions 
of protecting devices. 

The algorithm of modeling at using of inductive-
active scheme of replacement provides for numerical 
integration of differential equations for protective 
devices’ currents. At using of capacity-active scheme, 
system of differential equations of the model is 
increased due to equations for voltages of protective 

devices, but necessity in solution of algebraic systems is 
removed so the program becomes more flexible and 
compact [1]. 

 
2. The work description 
 
For numerical solution of ordinary differential 

equations the following methods were considered: 
Runge-Kutta method, Eyler method, method proposed 
by the Institute of Physics of National Academy of 
Sciences of Azerbaijan and multistage extrapolation 
methods proposed by G.Y.Kilukov and S.K.Shindin [2]. 
Extrapolation methods are presently the most effective 
methods for numerical solution of ordinary differential 
equations. These methods enable to choose the best 
integration step and degree of method during solution of 
the task automatically and keep required accuracy of 
calculation. However existing theory of extrapolation 
methods has two serious shortcomings. Firstly it is 
based on the asymptotic decomposition of global error 
of one-step methods and therefore can not be used in the 
class of multistage formulas. Secondly, increase of 
degree of basic one-step method and specifying of 
numerical solution occurs due to repeated integration of 
initial task by basic method, but every time with more 
less step. Additional information obtained in such way 
enables to find some number of first terms in 
decomposition of global error of basic one-step method, 
and then use these terms for specifying approximated 
solution, increasing degree of basic method. 
Unfortunately such re-calculations of the solution for 
non-evident methods may cost sufficiently expensive.  

At constant step this method can be compared 
with the method, proposed by Institute of Physics of 
National Academy of Sciences of Azerbaijan.  



Apart from this, proposed methods for solution of 
ordinary differential equations of the first degree, the 
method of Kutta-Merson  was considered. Indicated 
subprogram has some restrictions, which make difficult 
its effective usage at solution of the system of 
differential equations. Among them are 1) subprogram 
doesn’t give a possibility to solve with its assistance in 
one program of several systems of equations; 2) number 
of equations in the system is limited and can’t be more 
than 10; 3) in subprogram number of operators can be 
decreased; 4) number of arrays used in subprogram can 
be decreased from 8 to 6. These shortcomings were 
removed. 

Subprogram is designated for step-by-step 
integration of system of ordinary differential equations 
of the first degree. In our case firstly the following 
scheme was considered fig.1: 
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k4=f(xi+h; yi+hk3). 

Error of the method at one step of web is equal to 
Mh5, but since it is usually difficult to assess value M at 
the practice, at error assessment Rugne’s rule is used. 
For this purpose the calculations are m ade firstly with 
step h and then with step h/2. 

If yi- approximation, calculated with step h, and 
yi (h/2) - with step h/2, the following assessment is 
correct. 
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Method of Runge-Kutta is easily transformed to 

the ordinary systems of differential equations as  
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Using the system of program EXCEL the 
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schedules of these associations were obtained. 
Fig.1. Calculate scheme 
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ith given conditions: i=0; Uc=0. 
here are not any difficulties in solution of this 

ary task on the computer. However if scheme 
ers are sharply different, i.e. ratio between L and 

es quite essential, convergence at solution of 
tial equation is not provided. So integration step 
e decreased. But it’s not possible at every time. 
mple, at solution of tasks with distributed 

ers of equations of line it is necessary to have 
 integration step. 
e have used the method of Runge-Kutta of 

degree, which has dominant application at 
al calculations [3]. Numerical solution of the 
ng method of Runge-Kutta is a construction of 
 approximate values y1, y2, …, yn of the 
 of equations y(x) in points x1, x2, …xn - knots 
 Let’s use the system of equally-spaced knots. 
 -step of web (h>0). 
alues yi+1 in this method are calculated under 
wing formulas: 
i+1=yi+(h/6)(k1+2k2+2k3+k4), 

1=f(xi,yi), k2=f(xi+h/2; yi+hk1/2), 

3=f(xi+h/2; yi+hk2/2), 

However in some cases at calculation of 
recovering voltages at the switches’ contacts, this 
method didn’t provide stable solutions due to its 
insufficient accuracy. 

As is known, ordinary differential equations with 
large numerical coefficients are poor for numerical 
solution. In tasks we solve large coefficients are 
connected with small or varying capacities of knot point, 
which registration is necessary at investigation of 
various processes, for example, in process of recovery of 
voltage at elimination of short-circuit. Institute of 
Physics has developed a method, which enables to 
obtain stable solutions for equations with coefficients of 
any value, as well as to solve common type equations at 
C=0.833E-9, L=0.133E-2, R=100, ∆t=0.00001.                                      

The results of these calculations are shown in the 
figure 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2. The results of these calculations 
 
In view of considered elementary tasks of 

calculation of wave process in the difficult electric 
circuit, this task can be divided into elementary tasks of 
calculation of voltage and current in n equally-spaced 
points of electric circuit to the value of step h – 
intermediate points of electric transmission lines or in 
knot points of web. Consecutive solution of these tasks 
at one step in time gives the values of voltages and 
currents in equidistant points of web. Solution of these 
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tasks step-by-step in time gives a picture of changing of 
voltages and currents in indicated points of the web. 

 The results of calculation of the system of 
ordinary differential equations by analytical method at 
C=0.833E-9, L=0.133E-2, R=100, ∆t=0.00001 are 
shown in the figure 3. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.3. The results of calculation of the system of 

ordinary differential equations by analytical method 
 
The circuit, where is connected shunting reactor 

and overvoltage limiter is resulted on fig. 4. 
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Fig.4. The circuit, where is connected shunting 

reactor and overvoltage limiter 
 
Model of overvoltage limiter, recommended in 

IEEE, is given in the figure 5 [4]. 
 

 
Fig.5. Model of overvoltage limiter 

 
 
 

Thus, the offered model allows to settle an 
invoice transient at switching high-voltage circuits at 
presence of nonlinear resistance. 
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